Remember TubeChop?
If that no longer works for you, try alternates!
You Tube Trimmer!
1. https://www.youtubetrimmer.com/
Youtube Trimmer is a good solution because it is a quick and easy-to-use tool
to trim, crop and share your favorite parts of YouTube videos online.

YtCropper
2. https://ytcropper.com
Use the handles on the timeline bar to adjust start and stop times of your
video, then select Crop!

Check out the new website for
Creative Commons!
https://creativecommons.org
Spend some time reading the
different levels of copyright and
how these licenses apply to you!
https://creativecommons.org/sh
are-your-work/publicdomain/freeworks/

Vibby
3. https://www.vibby.com
Vibby is the easiest way to create a highlight reel from any YouTube video.

YT Cutter
4. https://ytcutter.com/
YT Cutter can extract favorite scenes from YouTube videos easily.

HeseTube
5. https://hesetube.com
HeseTube.com is another popular YouTube clip that allows users to easily cut
videos.
These tools do not allow you to download the video; it allows you to share the
clipped version via a link; or you can embed the code to allow viewing of the
clipped video.

Free webinar!
Chop, Mix, Pulse, Pour - Navigate a Blended
Delivery Approach to Training
https://traininmagnetwork.com/events/1652?gref=calendar
• Date and Time - Wed, Sep 11, 2019 at 12PM Pacific / 3PM Eastern
• Duration - 1 Hour
• Cost - $0 (Free)

OneNote tip!
Make sure your OneNote has
all the features you need!
Go to “File” then “Options”
Scroll down and choose
“Customize Ribbon”
In the drop down choose
“Commands Not in the ribbon”
Look at all the options your are
missing! Add the ones that you
would you will use!

In an age where our executives want everything cheaper, faster and yesterday, we need to do some explaining
when the go-to solution to training is, ”Just throw it on-line.” Whether you conduct classroom training (ILT)
synchronous (VILT) or asynchronous training all three, this pragmatic, hands-on session will provide you with tools
and techniques to maximize your learners’ on-line or classroom experience.

